NISTH EVENTS
NISTH Think Out: Debate Series
If you have missed our debates, we have you covered! The audio and video
recordings have been added to our podcast and YouTube channels.
Listen to the Podcast: https://nisth.buzzsprout.com/
Watch it on YouTube: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxiMANcLa9L_IAKBZal35ElgVvbaO9S1

EVENTS WITH NISTH FELLOWS
22-26 February 2021
TNOC Festival is a virtual festival that pushes boundaries to radically imagine our
cities for the future. Spanning over 5 days, across 5 regional time zones & in
multiple languages, the festival focuses on facilitating transdisciplinary dialogue,
small group workshops, arts engagement, and fostering a collaborative spirit
around solutions for our urban futures. It is produced by The Nature of Cities and
curated for ASIA, by Devansh Jain (ASE's Liveable Cities Lab) and headed by Asst
Prof Perrine Hamel (NISTH Fellow).
More Information: www.tnoc-festival.com; Session submission (Proposals
accepted until Feb 5th): https://tnocfestival2021cfp.hubb.me/ Register
here: https://cvent.me/bO1nm5
OTHER EVENTS
2 February 2021; 10:00 AM – 11:00 AM
ASEAN Deep Tech Economy: For a Resilient and Sustainable Future is presented
by SGInnovate in partnership with Temasek, in support of Deep Tech for Good.
This session is the second edition exploring the ASEAN Deep Tech Economy. It will
discuss the economic drivers in Southeast Asia, and how innovation, particularly
in frontier technologies such as AI and data analytics, could help the region grow
sustainably, advance the Southeast Asia economy, and be more resilient.
Register: Here
GRANT CALLS
NTU-Alliance ACE Thematic Grant Call on Ending Plastic Waste–1 Feb 2021;5PM
NTU through its Global Alliance of Industries (GAIN) initiative has collaborated
with one of the leading non-profit organisation – Alliance to End Plastic Waste
(AEPW) to work on solutions to the widespread problem of eradicating global
plastic waste pollution.
More details at: http://n4ap0112:6022/Research/Programmes/Pages/EndingPlastic-Waste---Call.aspx

Healthy Longevity Global Grand Challenge - 08 Mar 2021
This is a National Medical Research Council (NMRC), Singapore’s Competitive
Research Grant. It was founded by the United States National Academy of
Medicine (NAM), and offers opportunities for innovators, scientists, and
entrepreneurs to catalyse breakthrough discoveries and innovations that could
leapfrog existing barriers and jumpstart new solutions, thereby propelling the
field of ageing research and improving the health of persons as they age.
More details at: https://www.nmrc.gov.sg/grants/competitive-researchgrants/healthy-longevity-catalyst-award
AIR-NISTH AI for Social Good Research Grant - 15 March 2020, 5:00 PM
This grant is co-funded by Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (AI.R), NISTH
and CoHASS at NTU. It seeks interdisciplinary teams to work on AI applied for
“social good”. This includes (but not limited to) novel applications of AI tools to
new domains of humanitarian or social importance, investigations that promote
the ethical, fair, accountable or responsible, or research that aims to better
understand how AI systems may be regulated, governed, or deployed in “socially
responsible” ways.
More details at: Here
Email us at D-NISTH@ntu.edu.sg; Website: www.nisth.ntu.edu.sg

